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Sirens marks Carrie Moyer’s first exhibition with DC Moore Gallery. Moyer’s sumptuous paintings on canvas 
explore and extend the legacy of American Abstraction while paying homage to many of its seminal female figures 
among them Helen Frankenthaler, Elizabeth Murray, and Georgia O’Keeffe. Rife with visual precedents, Moyer’s 
compositions reference Color Field, Pop Art and 1970s Feminist art - while proposing a new approach to fusing 
history, research and experimentation in painting. An exhibition catalogue, with a conversation between the artist 
and Katy Siegel, will be available. 
 
Treating color more like a three dimensional substance, Moyer pushes its possibilities past the concrete, and the 
obvious towards a kind of “embodied” abstraction. In Moyer’s compositions color is the sole character, playing every 
role: energy, matter, ooze, architecture, the cosmic and the cosmos. Through her use of gravity, velocity and stasis 
Moyer transforms and frees vivid primary hues to express new kinds of animation or fullness, which in turn propels 
Moyer’s ongoing exploration of her medium. Each pour visibly changes speed or direction ultimately bursting out into 
blooms of color. Graphic portals and archways reveal slow moving tide pools or languid, floating odalisques. From 
deep red cavities to purple washes the infinite range of material allusion or pictorial illusion reveal Moyer’s ongoing 
experimentation in acrylic paint. In the studio, Moyer engages in a nearly taboo “erotics of craft”, delivering the 
paintings of Sirens – each ready to sing their pleasure in streams of unfettered color  
 
Carrie Moyer’s recent museum exhibitions include Three Graces: Polly Apfelbaum, Tony Feher and Carrie Moyer at 
the Everson Museum of Art, Syracuse, NY, (2015); Carrie Moyer: Pirate Jenny, (2013) organized by the Tang 
Museum, Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, NY, traveled to SCAD Museum of Art and the Columbus College of 
Art and Design, Columbus, Ohio; and Carrie Moyer: Interstellar (2012) at the Worcester Art Museum, Worcester, MA. 
The work of Dyke Action Machine!, Moyer’s public art collaboration with photographer Sue Schaffner, is currently on 
view at the Brooklyn Museum in their exhibition Agitprop! through August 7, 2016. Moyer is the recipient of awards 
including the Guggenheim and Joan Mitchell Foundations, Anonymous Was a Woman, and Creative Capital, among 
others. Her work is in numerous public and private collections. She is currently an Associate Professor at Hunter 
College. Moyer lives and works in New York.  

* * * 
 

DC MOORE GALLERY specializes in contemporary and twentieth-century art. The Gallery is open from Tuesday through Saturday 
from 10 am to 6 pm. For more information, for photographs, or to arrange a viewing, please call 212-247-2111 or email Lily Zhou at 
lzhou@dcmooregallery.com. 
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DC MOORE GALLERY is pleased to present its first exhibition by Darren Waterston, Remote Futures.
This recent body of work explores the allure and menace of utopian fantasy, where an imagined, idealized paradise
holds within it a disconcerting future.

Waterston has often engaged with mythological, theological, and natural histories while proposing visual depictions
of the ineffable that transcend the picture plane. In Remote Futures, there is evidence of human life in the fragments
of architecture—temples, cathedrals, ziggurats, bridges—that emerge from the organic detritus. These scenes
evoke places of refuge, offering an escape from the processes of time and mortality. For Waterston, however,
utopian potential is untenable as such. With abstracted elements that are both corporeal and celestial, Waterston’s
scenes become simultaneously Edenic and dystopian.

Waterston’s formal approach complements his thematic interest in divergence. His painterly technique is drawn from
both the Italian Renaissance—he layers oils and viscous glazes over gessoed wood panels—and traditional Japanese
painting methods such as calligraphic brushwork. These moments of technical precision, however, are no sooner
perceived than they are obscured. The resulting ethereal visions evoke both distant pasts and fantastical futures.

Darren Waterston lives and works in New York, NY. His work is featured in permanent collections including Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, CA; Seattle Art Museum, WA; and Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, TX. Waterston’s
upcoming projects include an editioned, large-format print portfolio commissioned by the Fine Arts Museums of
San Francisco, to be published in conjunction with an exhibition in May 2013. MASS MoCA will also host a major
installation by Waterston in the fall of 2013.

DC Moore Gallery specializes in contemporary and twentieth-century art. The gallery is open Tuesday through
Saturday from 10 am to 6 pm. Press previews can be arranged prior to the exhibition. For more information,
for photographs, or to arrange a viewing, please contact Meg Bowers at mbowers@dcmooregallery.com.
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DARREN WATERSTON
REMOTE FUTURES

OCTOBER 4 – NOVEMBER 3, 2012

OPENING RECEPTION 
OCTOBER 4, 6 – 8 PM

A catalogue with an essay by Jim Voorhies
will be available.

Agony in the Garden, 2012. Oil on wood panel, 36 x 36 inches.

In a Cool Blaze , 2015. Acrylic and glitter on canvas, 72 x 96 in. 


